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GIG ECONOMY: PROS AND CONS
The gig economy is a system that relies on temporary contracts where individuals are paid
exclusively for the gig at hand, contrary to the traditional hourly wage or salary-based system.
In the gig economy, individuals are typically defined as independent contractors, and therefore do
not receive the same treatment and benefits as employees. As the workforce becomes increasingly
mobile, the gig economy may experience endless opportunities of growth. Temporary jobs that
make up the gig economy include providing short term rental services via Airbnb, freelancing
consulting, marketing services for social media such as Instagram, photography services, food
delivery service for Skip the Dishes and ride-share services with Uber.
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Jobs in the gig economy are attractive to individuals for many reasons. Personal autonomy and
work life balance are increased as many of the jobs are administered through the web and do not
require scheduled work hours. This means individuals can join the gig economy in numerous
capacities by supplementing their income from an existing job, earn income between jobs, or
become a full-time gig worker. Contrary to older generations, it is customary today to change
careers numerous times. The lack of long-term commitment that working in the gig economy
requires is attractive to many in today’s workforce.
Another benefit of the gig economy is the potential impact on macroeconomics. The gig economy
can potentially strengthen the Canadian economy as fewer people are unemployed as temporary
jobs have few barriers. Organizations contracting individuals in the gig economy benefit as
well because they have access to an array of flexible staff. Furthermore, contracting in the gig
economy is cheap as individuals do not receive benefits and are not paid a consistently high
salary.
Temporary jobs in the gig economy are not, however, flawless. Instead of the businesses taking
the vast majority of the risk which is customary, individual contractors now accept significantly
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more risk in the business relationship with little to no protection in the event of job loss or disability. Because gig workers are not defined
as employees, they typically do not receive benefits such as disability leave, health insurance, minimum wage, overtime pay, pension plans,
severance pay, sick days and unemployment insurance. Gig workers are also responsible for managing their own taxes.
It can be argued that these lack of benefits may in fact hinder the Canadian economy and offset the decrease in unemployment by
undermining traditional full-time employment and creating a two-tier labour market. Businesses also have an incentive to choose gig
workers over full-time employees as they can save a significant amount of money. This may result in a middle to upper tier of the economy
consisting of full-time employees with benefits, and another lower tier made up of low-skilled gig workers with no benefits. Some argue
this can potentially negate the middle class and devastate the Canadian economy.
Legislation which could provide greater protection to gig workers is not up-to-date and often differs from province to province, potentially
leaving individuals unprotected and businesses in a state of uncertainty. For example, workers are most often defined by the courts as either
an employee or independent contractor (with a growing recognition of a hybrid dependent contractor). Each characterization bestows
different obligations upon the businesses to deal with these workers legally.
As gig workers continue to fight for their rights and the legislation changes, organizations must be proactive to mitigate their risk of
lawsuits and liabilities. Businesses must take steps to educate themselves and understand the classification and rights of its specific gig
workers within their jurisdiction. For example, legislation and/or case law in certain provinces may view some gig workers as employees,
while recognizing others as independent or dependent contractors, each with differing rights and obligations to their workers. Because the
classification of an employer-employee/contractor relationship is often based on control, it is recommended that businesses impose as few
rules and restrictions as possible upon their gig workers to militate against a finding of an employee relationship, which carries the most
onerous obligations and responsibilities.
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This article is for information purposes only and should not be taken as legal opinions on any specific facts or circumstances. Counsel should be consulted
concerning your own situation and any specific legal questions you may have.
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